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microsoft sql server 2017 is the foundation for a secure, hybrid it environment. based on windows server, it includes industry-leading security features and technology, windows defender application guard, and application lifecycle management capabilities. together, these help protect your data, prevent and detect attacks, and minimize the impact of security
breaches. use it to empower your windows server environment with a fully integrated hybrid cloud. when you rely on windows server, you can build and deploy an it environment that adapts to your needs, and reduces the risks of security breaches. microsoft sql server 2019 is the foundation for a secure, hybrid it environment. based on windows server, it

includes industry-leading security features and technology, windows defender application guard, and application lifecycle management capabilities. together, these help protect your data, prevent and detect attacks, and minimize the impact of security breaches. use it to empower your windows server environment with a fully integrated hybrid cloud. when
you rely on windows server, you can build and deploy an it environment that adapts to your needs, and reduces the risks of security breaches. windows server 2012 r2 includes significant improvements to containerization tools, simplified network policy, and image size for faster downloads. it also includes improved vm management to enable administrators

to find resources and manage containers. the operating system is now available in physical and virtual machines and containers to help you deploy workloads to the right device.
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windows server allows it administrators to deploy and manage network infrastructure, app workloads, and on-premises apps. building on the proven windows server core os, administrators can easily deploy and manage the infrastructure. windows server with windows admin center enables it administrators to quickly deploy and manage windows containers,
servers, vms, and networking environments. hyper-v server provides a simple and reliable virtualization solution to help organizations improve their server utilization and reduce costs. the latest release of hyper-v server provides new and enhanced features that can help you deliver the scale and performance needs of your mission-critical workloads. hyper-v
server 2016 provides a simple and reliable virtualization solution to help organizations improve their server utilization and reduce costs. the latest release of hyper-v server 2016 provides new and enhanced features that can help you deliver the scale and performance needs of your mission-critical workloads. hyper-v server 2016 provides a simple and reliable

virtualization solution to help organizations improve their server utilization and reduce costs. the latest release of hyper-v server 2016 provides new and enhanced features that can help you deliver the scale and performance needs of your mission-critical workloads. microsoft sql server 2005 enterprise is a comprehensive, high-performance edition of sql
server that helps you perform complex database tasks. sql server 2005 enterprise includes robust data-tiering, data compression, full-text search, high availability, in-memory oltp, and high-performance reporting and analysis tools. 5ec8ef588b
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